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Synopsis

(Manuscript Paper). 32-page stitched book; large 6 staves per page; 8 1/2 x 8 1/2 ; Music Notation Guide.
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Customer Reviews

My daughter needed manuscript paper for violin class. Her teacher assigns her lessons where she is expected to write down certain musical pieces (sometimes it is a scale, sometimes it is a short piece of music). This manuscript paper has wide space between the staves (leaving space for comments from the teacher). It is wide staff so that it is easy for my 3rd year daughter to work with. Perfect for new students to composition. Delivered quickly.

I purchased few of these books to sketch down musical phrases and I was a bit surprised when I noticed that the stave is a bit wider than I thought. There is some basic music theory reference inside the cover (front and back). It would be a perfect choice for kids to teach them notational conventions very clearly. If you are looking for a similar book with spiral bind, try searching 'Wide Staff Spiral Bound Manuscript Paper 6 Stave' which is also from HLC.

My son (8) is just beginning to learn how to write his own music. This notebook is the right format and the staff is the right size - neither babyish nor intimidating.

(1) Wide spacing within the staff make it easy for beginners to write and read. (2) Enough space
between staves is great for leger lines. (3) 6 staves per page are enough to present a complete concept, but also makes it easy for beginners to keep track of where they are on the page. (4) Better than home printed looseleaf paper, which tends to get tattered and misplaced. (5) Great price. Two thumbs up.

My sins teacher requested this for violin classed. The price can't be beat. It serves it's purpose. Nothing fancy, just a book to write music. Pages are good quality and I haven't had any issue with pages falling out. Stands up to weekly use by a 6 year old. Lightweight so it won't take up too much space in a bag

So sick of the spiral-bound books! the pages fall out and the cover comes off. This book can fit nicely inside kids' music binder (unlike the spiral bound) or a folder so that it doesn't get lost or damaged. Nice price makes it even better. No more perforated pages to rip out! Wish they made it with a harder cover. I'd love to find a non-spiral bound book like this with a harder back, but this is a huge improvement to the spiral bound. I'll definitely be ordering more of these.

just needed pages to be removable. Its a bound book of paper. The size is correct easy to read.size fits easily in case with instruments.

Nice size staves, but to be an actual size page needs to have 8 per page, not 6...I had to actually make 2 copies of a page, carefully trim and tape, then make copies so it can be used as sheet music as a full size page... Took quite some time to get it perfect... Not a good buy at all unless you enjoy arts and crafts... Fortunately will never need to buy again, also pretty sleazy to charge $3.99 for shipping such a tiny book... I get entire album books shipped for that or less... A rip off all the way around...
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